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Chapter 2101 
Soon, Shi Qingpei and his son reached the top of the mountain. Although the road up the mountain was 
rough, it was another kind of spectacle to actually reach the top of the mountain! 
 
I saw a majestic temple built on the top of the mountain, occupying almost the entire top of the 
mountain! 
 
Standing on the top of the mountain, you can almost touch the clouds with your hands, and the fresh air 
makes people’s minds clear a lot! 
 
“Dad, is this the Kuchan Temple you said?” 
 
Shi Yan asked in shock as he looked at the majestic temple. 
 
In his impression, the temples are small and very dilapidated, and it is completely different to follow the 
splendid temple in front of him! 
 
“Yes, this is Kuchan Temple, my senior brother is the abbot here!” 
 
“When you see my senior brother, you have to call uncle!” 
 
Shi Qingpei nodded and said. 
 
The two people were talking, and they arrived at the entrance of the Kuchan Temple. At this time, the 
entire Kuchan Temple was full of people, and hundreds of believers were offering incense, and the 
smoke was shrouded in smoke! 
 
Seeing the group of believers in front of him, they were all ordinary people, Shi Yan seemed a little 
surprised! 
 
“Dad, with our strength, it is difficult to climb this mountain road. How did these ordinary people come 
up?” 
 
Shi Yan asked incredulously. 
 
“This is the power of faith. Ordinary people’s belief in worshiping Buddha and begging God is not 
comparable to you and me. They all handed over their lives to God and Buddha, hoping to be blessed…” 
 
Shi Qingpei looked at the many believers and couldn’t help but feel of emotion! 
 
“The only thing that controls your life is your own strength. These ordinary people are so naive, they 
really think they can be blessed by gods and Buddhas!” 
 
Shi Yan couldn’t help sneering! 
 



From Shi Yan’s point of view, the blessings of gods and Buddhas are not as powerful as his own strength. 
 
But as soon as Shi Yan finished speaking, he suddenly felt a suffocation in his throat, his eyes were wide 
open, and his face became hideous! 
 
“Bold madman, blaspheming the Buddha in my Kuchan Temple, the law of nature cannot tolerate…” A 
 
thick voice slowly entered Shi Yan’s ears. 
 
This time, Shi Yan was terrified and fell to his knees with a thud! 
 
When Shi Qingpei saw the strangeness of his son, he immediately understood, and immediately said 
with his inner strength: “Senior brother, I am Shi Qingpei from Bailian Pavilion. I came here to see my 
brother. The dog is ignorant. Please don’t take offense to my brother!” 
 
Shi Qingpei’s voice fell, Shi Yan instantly felt relaxed, and his breathing became smoother! 
 
Soon, an old monk walked out of Kuchan Temple. He looked like he was in his 70s or 80s, with white 
eyebrows on his temples, and his robe was full of patches. 
 
This old monk is Master Jueyuan, the abbot of Kuchan Temple! 
 
“Senior Brother…” 
 
When Shi Qingpei saw the old monk, he immediately jumped up and burst into tears! 
 
Seeing this, Shi Yan also hurriedly stepped forward and shouted: “Uncle…” 
 
Master Jueyuan glanced at Shi Qingpei and his son, frowned slightly, and then said, “Follow me into the 
hall and talk about it…” 
 
Shi Qingpei and his son followed Jueyuan through After passing through the layers of temples, we finally 
came to the hall behind! 
 
“Let’s all go out…” 
 
Jueyuan waved his hand and drove out the other monks in the hall, then looked at Shi Qingpei and 
asked, “Junior brother, as the pavilion master of Bailian Pavilion, how come you are so desolate now? 
When 
 
Shi Qingpei heard this, he couldn’t help feeling sad, and tears flowed out again. 
 
“Senior brother, you want to avenge me…” 
 
With that, Shi Qingpei knelt down to Jueyuan! 
 
Seeing this, Shi Yan also knelt down to the ground! 
 



“Senior brother, since you and I left the teacher’s door, we have developed our own ways. Although we 
haven’t been in touch for a long time, senior brother will never ignore you if you have something.” 
 
“If you have something, just say it!” 
 
Jueyuan helped Shi Qingpei. stand up! 
 
“Senior brother, my Bailian Pavilion is gone and destroyed…” 
 
Shi Qingpei said with a sad face. 
 
Chapter 2102 
it” “Who ruined your Bailian Pavilion?” Jue Yuan was slightly taken aback: “Although your strength is not 
high, but the magic tools in your hand are all superb, do you have these magic tools? Can’t you protect 
your Bailian Pavilion?” 
 
“In the entire secular world, apart from those guys who are hidden from the world and want to become 
immortals, is there anyone who has the ability to destroy your Bailian Pavilion?” 
 
“Or maybe Was it done by someone in the secret realm?” 
 
Shi Qingpei shook his head: “None of it, it wasn’t done by the people in the secret realm, nor was it 
done by the hidden world sect, it was a guy named David…” 
 
“David?” Jueyuan frowned: “Who is he? How could he have the ability to destroy your Bailian Pavilion? 
What about your magical tools?” 
 
“I don’t know much about this David, but I only know that he is the closest to the martial arts world. The 
strongest guy is just a newcomer who has just emerged, just in his twenties!” 
 
Shi Qingpei didn’t know much about David’s experience, after all, Bailian Pavilion doesn’t often deal with 
the secular world! 
 
“A newcomer?” Jueyuan was surprised for a while: “To be able to destroy your Bailian Pavilion, it must 
be stronger than a Martial Saint. How can a newcomer suddenly reach the Martial Saint realm? It must 
be someone from a hidden world sect!” 
 
“There must be some secrets that you don’t know, because after many old guys cultivate to a higher 
realm, they can rejuvenate their youth, look younger and younger, and easily live to be hundreds of 
years old. I’m afraid this David is not someone The elder of the hidden world sect, right?” 
 
Jueyuan doesn’t believe that a newcomer who is only in his twenties can reach the realm of Martial 
Saint! 
 
If it is in the secret realm, it is not difficult. After all, there are immortal cultivators in the secret realm, 
and their starting point is very high! 
 



But if it is a martial artist, then you need to consolidate the foundation step by step. These martial 
artists, they practice desperately, just to hit the highest realm of martial arts! 
 
That is the transformation realm. Once you enter the transformation realm, you can simplify the 
complexity and step into the fairy gate… 
 
Only after stepping into the Immortal Gate can they continue to cultivate and go to the unknown 
world… 
 
But some people have stepped into the Immortal Cultivation World from the very beginning, and their 
starting point is much higher than that of the martial artist. In addition to the accumulation of talents 
and resources, more than 20 It is not impossible to reach the realm of Martial Saint at the age of 2! 
 
But in the secular world, Martial Saints in their twenties are almost rare, unless they get a big chance, or 
they rely on the hidden world sect and have countless resources. 
 
If it is a newcomer who has nothing, no power or power, and wants to cultivate to Martial Saint in his 
twenties, it is simply a joke. 
 
“Uncle, I don’t think that David seems to be rejuvenating, and our magic weapon is useless to him. Could 
he be a cultivator?” 
 
Shi Yan denied Jue Yuan’s guess. What do you think of David? Ping, it is impossible to be rejuvenated! 
 
“Impossible, it is impossible for immortal cultivators to raise their strength unscrupulously in the 
mundane world. They are all suppressed by the laws of heaven and earth.” 
 
“For this world, the existence of immortal cultivators violates various laws. Therefore, it is impossible for 
these cultivators to exist in the mundane world for a long time!” 
 
“Unless they give up their cultivation and let their cultivation stagnate or even go backwards, they will 
not want to stay in the mundane world!” 
 
“You Bailian Pavilion often Dealing with people in the secret realm, you won’t even understand this 
common sense, right?” 
 
Jueyuan asked Shi Yan, looking at him. 
 
“I…I really don’t understand!” Shi Yan said embarrassedly. 
 
Shi Qingpei hurriedly helped Shi Yan out of the siege: “Senior brother, I haven’t let him know about 
many things, after all, he is too young!” 
 
“But if David is not an immortal cultivator, why does he have such high strength? I didn’t hear that David 
belonged to the hidden world sect?” 
 
Shi Qingpei was puzzled, and now he is not sure whether David is a cultivator! 


